
Metal Buildings
The reason that the popularity of metal buildings has grown so much is their versatility. Metal
buildings are strong, durable, and easily customizable. Whether you are looking for a metal
building for a commercial or a residential setting, [Brad Name] can deliver the top quality metal
building you need!

[Brand Name] 's Most Popular Metal Buildings
[Brand Name] offers quality, affordable metal buildings. Our buildings are low maintenance,
eco-friendly investments that will not leak or rust, and they will last you for decades to come.

[Brand Name] Offers a Vast Selection of Metal Buildings
From the highly unique to the super customizable, we have a building to suit everybody!

Metal Building Types:

Metal Building Homes
Metal buildings are the big thing in homes these days, not just with the tiny house craze but also
with large multi-bedroom custom homes and metal-framed homes made of other materials.
Metal buildings can easily be customized to suit a family's needs.

It is easy to insulate metal homes to make them incredibly energy efficient, and they are
eco-friendly. They take far less maintenance to maintain and less time to build than homes built
with traditional materials.

Commercial Metal Buildings
Commercial metal buildings work well as office spaces, auto garages, and storage for other
types of businesses. There are many types of prefab metal buildings well suited to commercial
uses. Metal buildings can also be customized to have a particular layout, lighting options, or
color. They even accommodate special rooms like kitchens or bathrooms.

Commercial metal buildings can be very aesthetically pleasing and offer many design and
appearance options while still providing the toughness that they are known for.

Clear Span Buildings



Some applications call for a covered or indoor, yet extensive and wide-open space, often in
industrial or agricultural settings. Clear span buildings can meet these needs. They can be
designed with plenty of space without obstruction in terms of the frame giving you maximum
usable space.

Clear span buildings are often great for outdoor equipment storage or temporary storage. They
provide adequate protection and are quick and easy to construct. Metal clear span buildings are
an economical choice, too.

Metal Workshops
Prefab steel buildings make great workshops because of their versatility and ability to be
customized. They can do well as woodworking shops, welding shops, auto repair, and
manufacturing shops. Metal workshops can be insulated when needed.

Prefab metal buildings can often be built in about half of a day, and they don't take crews of
extra skilled laborers to construct. A metal building is a quick and easy but effective and long
term answer to your workshop space needs.

Metal Warehouses
Steel buildings make great warehouses because they provide a lot of strength and security
while also providing plenty of space for stock and customization to help accommodate day to
day operations. The versatility of steel buildings allows them to lend themselves well to
warehouses of any industry.

A great feature of metal buildings for warehouses is that they are easy to expand. This means
they can grow at the pace of your business, saving you money and the hassle of relocating.

Custom Metal Buildings
Whether you are considering a met building for a home, commercial building, utility building,
storage building, or RV Cover, you are making a great choice! Metal buildings give unmatched
strength and durability. They are resistant to rust, leaks, and all of the weather elements.

Custom metal buildings give you lots of design and appearance options and can be used in any
number of ways to satisfy diverse needs. Metal buildings are environmentally friendly and will
last you for decades.

[Brand Name] Offers Both Free Delivery & Installation on Metal
Buildings in 34 States!
[Brand Name] provides free delivery and installation of custom steel structures to dozens of
places across the United States, including NC, SC, GA, AL, MS, FL, LA, AK, OK, WA, OR, CA,
MT, AZ, MI, IL, IN, OH, VA, WV, PA, VT, NH, MA, CT, RI, DE, DC, MD, TX, KS, CO, MO, KY. A
custom metal building is perfect for keeping your valuables safe, especially in states that



experience harsh winters or summers or lots of rain or sunshine. Metal buildings provide
complete protection from the elements, including UV light, acid rain, and even wind and hail
damage.

Why Choose a Metal Building?
Many people building barns, garages, and even homes are starting to opt for custom or prefab
metal buildings. You might be wondering why. Here are some virtues of metal buildings:

Versatility: Metal buildings can be used for many applications, including a building addition,
storage, or an independent stand-alone industrial, commercial or agricultural building. They are
also very easily customizable.

Strength: Steel buildings are super strong. They stand up to the elements far better than
traditional building materials do. Steel is also not susceptible to organic nuisance species like
termites.

Durability: Metal buildings will last you for decades to come. Usually, you can expect your
metal building to have a 40 to 50-year life span without facing repeated repairs.

Affordability: Metal buildings are more economical than structures made from traditional
materials. There is less to transport in making them, and less skilled labor is needed to
assemble them, dramatically reducing cost.

Low Maintenance: Because of metal's durability and the excellent design structure, metal
buildings take far less maintenance and upkeep than other types of buildings. Over their
lifespan, this will make them a much more economical choice.

Metal Buildings Provide Great Customization Options
Metal buildings are easy to customize. This makes them versatile and useful in a ton of
applications. You can get almost any look or design feature that you want when installing a
metal building.

You can customize almost every aspect of your new metal building. Of course, you can choose
the size of the building you will need, but there is so much more. You can customize how it is
framed out and add specific rooms with specific features. You can choose the style of roof that
you would like for both functionality and appearance. The doors and windows are completely
customizable, so you can have whatever style suits your personal needs.

Even the color of your metal building is customizable. There are ten great color options for you
to choose from to make your building suit your style even more, or better suit your brand or



business. Available color choices include; Barn Red, Earth Brown, Rawhide, Evergreen, Pebble
Beige, Clay, Royal Blue, Quaker Gray, Pewter Gray, and Black.

Great Uses for Metal Buildings
Metal buildings are a really optimal choice for a lot of different uses. They are easy to insulate
and give lots of space. Storage and workshops are obvious choices, but here are a few more
options of ways to use your steel building:

Recreational building for church or other organizations: If you want to keep your main
organizational space separate, but want to host social or kids events, this can be an excellent
option for you!

Airplane Hangars: Steel buildings make great airplane hangars because they shield the
airplane from the elements while being roomy enough to be accommodating. A clear span style
can work great for this.

RV Covers: Steel buildings built in a carport style or clear span style can be accommodating for
this, and they will shield your RV from the elements helping to add years to its life.

Retail Space: A custom metal building can be turned into an ample retail space. Depending on
the style you choose, it could work in a more urban setting or as a farmer's market.

Sports Practice Facilities: Metal buildings can be used to house practice football fields, tennis
courts, and more. They can even have temperature control elements added and be used to
house practice ice rinks!

Metal Building Prices
Metal buildings are an excellent investment. The actual price of your metal building will depend
on a few different variables. Different options and customizations will change the cost of your
structure. Where it will be located and how difficult it is to access the location also plays a part. If
you choose a prefab building, the manufacturer will help determine the price as well. [Brand
Name ] has both a financing and rent to own option available.

[Brand Name] DIY Metal Building Kits
[Brand Name] offers DIY Metal Building Kits for all of you DIYers! They contain all of the
necessary components to make it quick and easy to build your very own steel building! These
are the most affordable and high-quality kits available on the market today!



Contact [Brand Name] Now to Get Started on Your New Metal
Building!
[Brand Name] is the #1 Metal Buildings dealer in the country, providing Top Quality Metal
Buildings for Residential, Commercial, Agricultural, Semi Industrial, and Motorhomes. Visit us at
[Brand Name Website] Today!


